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QUESTION BANK 

Name of the Department : Computer Science and Engineering 

Subject Code & Name : CS8391 & Data Structures 

Year & Semester  : II & III 

UNIT I - LINEAR DATA STRUCTURES – LIST 

PART-A 

1. What is meant by an abstract data type (ADT)? 

       An ADT is a mathematical model with a collection of operations defined on that model.  

(OR) ADT is a mathematical model of data object and data type as well as function on these 

objects. 

 Eg. Objects such as list, set and graph along their operations can be viewed as 

ADT’s. 

2. What are the operations of ADT? 

Union, Intersection, size, complement and find are the various operations of 

ADT. 

3. What is meant by list ADT?  
List ADT is a sequential storage structure. General list of the form a1, a2,a3.…., 

an and the size of the list is ‘n’. Any element in the list at the position ‘i’ is 

defined to be ai, ai+1 the successor of ai and ai -1 is the predecessor of ai.  

4.. Define Linear data structure?   

Linear data structures are data structures having a linear relationship between its adjacent 

elements.  Eg. Linked List 

 

5. Define Non Linear data structure?  

Non Linear data structures are data structures don’t have a linear relationship between its 

adjacent elements, but had the hierarchical relationship. Ex. Graph, Tree. 
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6. Difference between Arrays and Linked List?  

 Arrays        Linked List  

1.Size of any array is fixed                                    1. Size of list is variable                                                                   

2. It is not necessary to specify the number of       2. It is necessary to specify the number of  

elements during declaration                                   elements during declaration  

3.Insertion and deletions are difficult and costly  3. Insertions and deletions are done in less 

time  

4.It occupies less memory than a linked list        4. It occupies more memory   

5.Coding is easy                                                    5. Careful coding is needed to avoid                        

                                                                                Memory  errors 

 

7. What are the various operations done under list ADT? 

 Print list 

 Insert  

 Make empty  

 Remove 

 Next 

 Previous  

 Find kth element 

 

8. What are the different ways to implement list?  

 Simple array implementation of list  

 Linked list implementation of list  

9. What are the advantages in the array implementation of list?  

a) Print list operation can be carried out at the linear time                                                     

b) Find Kth operation takes a constant time 

10. What is a linked list? 

Linked list is a kind of series of data structures, which are not necessarily 

adjacent in memory. Each structure contain the element and a pointer to a record 

containing its successor.  

11. What is a pointer? 

Pointer is a variable, which stores the address of the next element in the list. 

Pointer is basically a number.  

12. What is a doubly linked list? 

In a simple linked list, there will be one pointer named as ‘ NEXT POINTER’ to 

point the next element, where as in a doubly linked list, there will be two 

pointers one to point the next element and the other to point the previous 

element location. 
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13. Define double circularly linked list?  

In a doubly linked list, if the last node or pointer of the list, point to the first 

element of the list, then it is a circularly linked list.  

14. What is the need for the header? 

Header of the linked list is the first element in the list and it stores the number 

of elements in the list. It points to the first data element of the list.  

 

15. List three examples that uses linked list?  

 Polynomial ADT  

 Radix sort 

 Multilists 

 

16. Give some examples for linear data structures?  

 Stack 

 Queue 

 

17. List out the advantages of using a linked list 

• It is not necessary to specify the number of elements in a linked list during its 

declaration 

•  Linked list can grow and shrink in size depending upon the insertion and deletion that 

occurs in the list 

• Insertions and deletions at any place in a list can be handled easily and efficiently 

• A linked list does not waste any memory space 

18. List out the disadvantages of using a linked list. 

 Searching a particular element in a list is difficult and time consuming 

 A linked list will use more storage space than an array to store the same number of 

elements 

 

19.Advantages and Disadvantages of  arrays? 

Advantages: 
  Data accessing is faster 
  Array‟s are simple-in terms of understanding point and in terms of programming. 

Disadvantages: 

  Array size is fixed 
  Array elements stored continuously 

  Insertion and deletion of elements in an array is difficult. 

Part B 

1. Explain the linked list implementation of list ADT in Detail?  

 Definition for linked list  

 Figure for linked list  

 Next pointer 

 Header or dummy node 

 Various operations 
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 Explanation 

 Examplefigure 

 Coding 

2. Explain the single linked list implementation ADT in detail? 

 Definition of single linked list  

 Figures for SLL 

 Next pointer  

 Various operations and its coding  

 Example figure for each operation with Explanation  

3. Explain the doubly linked list implementation ADT in detail? 

 Definition of doubly linked list 

 Figures for DLL 

 pointers  

 Various operations and its coding  

 Example figures for each operation with Explanation  

4. Explain the cursor implementation of linked list?  

 Definition for linked list  

 Figure for linked list  

 Next pointer 

 Header or dummy node 

 Various operations 

 Explanation 

 Examplefigure 

 Coding  

 

5. Explain the various applications of linked list?  

   

 Polynomial ADT 

  * Radix Sort 

  * Explanation with Example  

  Multilist  

           Explanation  with Example  figure 

6. Describe in detail about Polynomial manipulation in linked list. (13) 

7. Analyze and write C code for circular linked list with create, insert, delete, display   

     operations(13) 

8. Explain the various operations of the list ADT with examples. (13) 

9. Recommend an algorithm to add two polynomials 5x
2
+3x+15,2x

2
+6x+3 when the   

      polynomials are represented during singly linked lists.  (15) 

10. Given an list 10,20,30,40 ,generalize the steps to delete a node from the beginning of the   

      linked list, deletion of last node in a list and deletion of middle node in a list. (15) 

11. Identify the array implementation of list and show all its operation. (13) 
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Unit 2- LINEAR DATA STRUCTURES – STACKS, QUEUES 

 

1. What is a stack? 

Stack is a data structure in which both insertion and deletion occur at one end 

only. Stack is maintained with a single pointer to the top of the list of elements. 

The principle of stack is Last-in -First-out list. 

 

2. Write postfix from of the expression A+B? 

     Answer : AB+   
 

3. How do you test for an empty queue? 

To test for an empty queue, we have to check whether REAR=FRONT  

where REAR is a pointer pointing to the last node in a queue and FRONT is a  

pointer that pointer to the dummy header. In the cas e of array implementation of 

queue, the condition to be checked for an empty queue is REAR<FRONT.  

 

4.What is the postfix form of the expression A+B*(C-D)/(P-R) ? 

Postfix form: ABCD-*PR-/+ 

  

5. Explain the usage of stack in recursive algorithm implementatio n? 

In recursive algorithms, stack data structures is used to store the return address 

when a recursive call is encountered and also to store the values of all the 

parameters essential to the current state of the procedure.  

 

6. Write down the operations that can be done with queue data structure? 

Queue is a First In -First Out list. The operations that can be done with queue 

are addition and deletion. 

 

7. What is a circular queue? 

The queue, which wraps around upon reaching the end of the array is called as 

circular queue. 

 

8. Mention applications of stack?  

a. Expression Parsing      b. Evaluation of Postfix     c. Balancing parenthesis                                

d. Tower of Hanoi           e. Reversing a string 

9. Define Infix, prefix and postfix notations?  

Infix operators are placed in between the operands Prefix operators are placed before 

the operands Postfix Operators are placed after the operands. 

10. What is meant by dummy header? 

 It is ahead node in the linked list before the actual data nodes.  
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11. What is a Priority Queue? 

Priority queue is a data structure in which the intrinsic ordering of the elements does 

determine the results of its basic operations.Ascending and Descending priority queue are the 

two types of Priority queue. 

12.What are the different ways to implement list? 

Simple array implementation of list 

Linked list implementation of list 

13.  What are the advantages in the array implementation of list? 

a) Print list operation can be carried out at the linear time 

b) Find Kth operation takes a constant time 

14. What is a linked list? 

Linked list is a kind of series of data structures, which are not necessarily adjacent in 

memory. 

Each structure contain the element and a pointer to a record containing its successor. 

15. List three examples that uses linked list? 

Polynomial ADT 

Radix sort 

Multi lists 

15. Give some examples for linear data structures? 

Stack 

Queue 

16. Write postfix from of the expression –A+B-C+D? 

A-B+C-D 

17. How do you test for an empty queue? 

To test for an empty queue, we have to check whether READ=HEAD where REAR is a 

pointer pointing to the last node in a queue and HEAD is a pointer that pointer to the dummy 

header. In the case of array implementation of queue, the condition to be checked for an 

empty queue is 
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READ<FRONT. 

18.What are the postfix and prefix forms of the expression? 

A+B*(C-D)/(P-R) 

Postfix form: ABCD-*PR-/+ 

19. Explain the usage of stack in recursive algorithm implementation? 

In recursive algorithms, stack data structures is used to store the return address when a 

recursive call is encountered and also to store the values of all the parameters essential to the 

current state of the procedure. 

20. Write down the operations that can be done with queue data structure? 

Queue is a first - in -first out list. The operations that can be done with queue are insert and 

remove. 

21. What is a circular queue? 

The queue, which wraps around upon reaching the end of the array is called as circular queue. 

22.Explain the three type of notations. 

The way to write arithmetic expression is known as a notation. An arithmetic expression 

can be written in three different but equivalent notations, i.e., without changing the essence 

or output of an expression. These notations are − 

 Infix Notation 

 Prefix (Polish) Notation 

 Postfix (Reverse-Polish) Notation 

These notations are named as how they use operator in expression. We shall learn the same 

here in this chapter. 

Infix Notation 

We write expression in infix notation, e.g. a - b + c, where operators are used in-between 

operands. It is easy for us humans to read, write, and speak in infix notation but the same 

does not go well with computing devices. An algorithm to process infix notation could be 

difficult and costly in terms of time and space consumption. 

Prefix Notation 

In this notation, operator is prefixed to operands, i.e. operator is written ahead of operands. 

For example, +ab. This is equivalent to its infix notation a + b. Prefix notation is also 

known as Polish Notation. 
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Postfix Notation 

This notation style is known as Reversed Polish Notation. In this notation style, the 

operator is postfixed to the operands i.e., the operator is written after the operands. For 

example, ab+. This is equivalent to its infix notation a + b. 

The following table briefly tries to show the difference in all three notations − 

Sr.No. Infix Notation Prefix Notation Postfix Notation 

1 a + b + a b a b + 

2 (a + b) ∗ c ∗ + a b c a b + c ∗ 

3 a ∗ (b + c) ∗ a + b c a b c + ∗ 

4 a / b + c / d + / a b / c d a b / c d / + 

5 (a + b) ∗ (c + d) ∗ + a b + c d a b + c d + ∗ 

6 ((a + b) ∗ c) - d - ∗ + a b c d a b + c ∗ d - 

 

23. The result of evaluating the postfix expression 5, 4, 6, +, *, 4, 9, 3, /, +, * is? 
 

ANSWER: 350 

 

24. Convert the following infix expressions into its equivalent postfix expressions 

(A + B ⋀D)/(E - F)+G 
 

ANSWER:  (A B D ⋀ + E F - / G +) 
11. What is the result of the following postfix expression? 

ab*cd*+ where a=2,b=2,c=3,d=4. 

 

Answer: 16 

Explanation: The infix expression is a*b+c*d. Evaluating it, we get, 2*2+3*4=16. 
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25.Convert A * (B + C) * D to postfix notation. 

Move Curren Ttoken Stack Output 

1 A empty A 

2 * * A 

3 ( (* A 

4 B (* A B 

5 + +(* A B 

6 C +(* A B C 

7 ) * A B C + 

8 * * A B C + * 

9 D * A B C + * D 

10 
 

empty   

26.What are the types of queues? 

• Linear Queues – The queue has two ends, the front end and the rear end. The rear 

end is where we insert elements and front end is where we delete elements. We 

can traverse in a linear queue in only one direction ie) from front to rear. 

• Circular Queues – Another form of linear queue in which the last position is 

connected to the first position of the list. The circular queue is similar to linear 

queue has two ends, the front end and the rear end. The rear end is where we insert 

elements and front end is where we delete elements. We can traverse in a circular 

queue in only one direction ie) from front to rear. 

• Double-Ended-Queue – Another form of queue in which 

insertions and deletions are made at both the front and rear ends 

of the queue. 

27. List the applications of queues 

• Jobs submitted to printer 

• Real life line 

• Calls to large companies 

• Access to limited resources in Universities 

• Accessing files from file server 
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PART – B 

1.What is a Stack?Explain array  implementation of stack with example? 

_ Definition of Stack 

_ Operations of Stack:PUSH and POP 

_ Example 

2.Write the algorithm for converting infix expression to postfix expression? 

_ Definition of Expression 

_ Types of expression 

_ Algorithm for infix to postfix expression 

_ Example 

3.What is a Queue?Explain its Array implementation operation with example? 

_ Definition of Queue 

_ Operations of Queue:insert and remove 

_ Example 

4.What is a Priority Queue?What are its types?Explain? 

_ Definition of Priority queue 

_ Types:Ascending and Descending priority queue 

_ Array Implementation of priority queue 

 

5.Write an algorithm for inserting and deleting an element from Doubly linked 

list?Explain llinear linked implementation of Stack and Queue? 

_ Introduction to Doubly linked list 

_ Operations:insertion and deletion with algorithm 

_ Linked list implementation of Stack 

_ Linked list implementation of Queue 
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6. Explain the Linked list  implementation of Stack ADT in detail? 

Definition for stack 

Stack model 

Figure 

Top Pointer  

Operations 

Coding(Array implementation & Linked List implementation) 

Example figurewith Explanations  

7. Explain the Linked list of Queue  ADT in detail? 

Definition for Queue 

Queue model 

Figure 

Pointer-FRONT, REAR 

Operations 

Coding(Array implementation & Linked List implementation) 

Example figure with Explanations 

8.  Explain infix to postfix conversion using Stack in detail. 

9. Explain the Applications of Stack ADT in detail. 

10. i).Trace the algorithm to convert the infix expression “3-(4/2) + (1*5) + 6” to a postfix 
expression using stack. (8) 

    ii).Show the simulation using stack for the following expression to convert infix to postfix      

      :p*q+ (r-s/t). (5) 

11. Explain how to evaluate the following arithmetic expressions using stacks. 

i) 6 5 2 3 + 8 * + 3 + * (7) 

 ii) 2 3 1 * + 9 - (6) 
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UNIT III  

NON LINEAR DATA STRUCTURES – TREES 

1. Define non-linear data structure? 

Data structure which is capable of expressing more complex relationship than that of physical 

adjacency is called non-linear data structure. 

2. Define tree? 

A tree is a data structure, which represents hierarchical relationship between individual data 

items. 

3. Define leaf? 

In a directed tree any node which has out degree o is called a terminal node or a leaf. 

4. What is meant by directed tree? 

Directed tree is an acyclic diagraph which has one node called its root with indegree o whille 

all other nodes have indegree I. 

5. What is a ordered tree? 

In a directed tree if the ordering of the nodes at each level is prescribed then such a tree is 

called ordered tree. 

6.What is a Binary tree? 

A Binary tree is a finite set of elements that is either empty or is partitioned into three disjoint 

subsets.The first subset contains a single element called the root of the tree.The other two 

subsets are themselves binary trees called the left and right subtrees. 

7. What are the applications of binary tree? 

Binary tree is used in data processing. 

a. File index schemes 

b. Hierarchical database management system 

 

8. What is meant by traversing? 
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Traversing a tree means processing it in such a way, that each node is visited only once. 

9. What are the different types of traversing? 

The different types of traversing are 

a. Pre-order traversal-yields prefix from of expression. 

b. In-order traversal-yields infix form of expression. 

c. Post-order traversal-yields postfix from of expression. 

10. What are the two methods of binary tree implementation? 

Two methods to implement a binary tree are, 

a. Linear representation. 

b. Linked representation 

11. Define pre-order traversal? 

Pre-order traversal entails the following steps; 

a. Visit the root node 

b. Traverse the left subtree 

c. Traverse the right subtree 

12.Define post-order traversal? 

Post order traversal entails the following steps; 

a. Traverse the left subtree 

b. Traverse the right subtree 

c. Visit the root node 

13. Define in -order traversal? 

In-order traversal entails the following steps; 

a. Traverse the left subtree 

b. Visit the root node 

c. Traverse the right subtree 

14. What is the length of the path in a tree? 
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The length of the path is the number of edges on the path. In a tree there is exactly one path 

form the root to each node. 

15. Define expression trees? 

The leaves of an expression tree are operands such as constants or variable names and the 

other nodes contain operators. 

16.Define Strictly binary tree? 

If every nonleaf node in a binary tree has nonempty left and right subtrees ,the tree is termed 

as a strictly binary tree. 

17.Define complete binary tree? 

A complete binary tree of depth d is the strictly binary tree all of whose are at level d. 

18.What is an almost complete binary tree? 

A binary tree of depth d is an almost complete binary tree if : 

_ Each leaf in the tree is either at level d or at level d-1 

_ For any node nd in the tree with a right descendant at level d,all the left descendants of 

nd that are leaves are at level d. 

19.Define right – in-threaded tree? 

Right –in –threaded binary tree is defined as one in which threads replace NULL pointers in 

nodes with empty right subtrees. 

20.Define left – in –threaded tree? 

A left-in-threaded binary tree may be defined as one in which each NULL pointers is altered 

to contain a thread to that node’s inorder predecessor. 

21. Define degree of the node 

The total number of sub-trees attached to that node is called the degree of the 

node. 
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For node A, the degree is 2 and for B and C, the degree is 0. 

 

22. Define a binary search tree 

A binary search tree is a special binary tree, which is either empty or it should 

satisfy the following characteristics: 

Every node has a value and no two nodes should have the same value 

i.e) the values in the binary search tree are distinct 

a. The values in any left sub-tree is less than the value of its parent node 

b. The values in any right sub-tree is greater than the value of its parent node 

c. The left and right sub-trees of each node are again binary search trees 

 

23. What is the use of threaded binary tree? 

In threaded binary tree, the NULL pointers are replaced by some addresses. The left 

pointer of the node points to its predecessor and the right pointer of the node points to its 

successor. 

 

24. Define AVL Tree. 

An empty tree is height balanced. If T is a non-empty binary tree with 

TL and TR as its left and right subtrees, then T is height balanced if 

i) TL and TR are height balanced and 

ii) │hL - hR│≤ 1 

Where hL and hR are the heights of TL and TR respectively. 

25. What do you mean by balanced trees? 

Balanced trees have the structure of binary trees and obey binary search tree properties. Apart 

from these properties, they have some special constraints, which differ from one data 

structure to another. However, these constraints are aimed only at reducing the height of the 

tree, 

because this factor determines the time complexity. 

Eg: AVL trees, Splay trees. 
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21. What are the categories of AVL rotations? 

Let A be the nearest ancestor of the newly inserted nod which has the balancing 

factor ±2. 

Then the rotations can be classified into the following four categories: 

Left-Left: The newly inserted node is in the left subtree of the left child 

of A. Right-Right: The newly inserted node is in the right subtree of the 

right child of 

A. Left-Right: The newly inserted node is in the right subtree of the left child of A. 

Right-Left: The newly inserted node is in the left subtree of the right child of A. 

 

 

22. What do you mean by balance factor of a node in AVL tree? 

The height of left subtree minus height of right subtree is called balance factor of a 

node in AVL tree.The balance factor may be either 0 or +1 or -1.The height of an empty 

tree is -1. 

 

23. Define splay tree. 

A splay tree is a binary search tree in which restructuring is done using a scheme 

called splay. The splay is a heuristic method which moves a given vertex v to the root of 

the splay tree using a sequence of rotations. 

 

24. What is the idea behind splaying? 

Splaying reduces the total accessing time if the most frequently accessed node is 

moved towards the root. It does not require to maintain any information regarding the 

height or balance factor and hence saves space and simplifies the code to some extent. 

30. Traverse the given tree using Inorder, Preorder and Postorder traversals. 

  

 

Inorder : D H B E A F C I G J 

Preorder: A B D H E C FG I J 

Postorder: H D E B F I J G C A 
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PART- B 

 1. Write an algorithm for preorder, inorder and postorder traversal of a binary tree.(13) 

2. Explain the following operations on a binary search tree with suitable algorithms 

i) Find a node (7) 

ii) Find the minimum and maximum elements of binary search tree.(6)  

3. Write an algorithm for inserting and deleting a node in a binary search tree.

 (13)  

4. Describe the concept of threaded binary tree with example. (13)  

5. Discuss in detail the various methods in which a binary tree can be represented. 

Discuss the advantage and disadvantage of each method. (13)  

6.   i)Consider the following list of numbers 14,15,4,9,7,18,3,5,16,4,20,17,9,14,5  

     Using that construct a binary search tree.    (7) 

ii) Explain the steps to convert general tree to binary tree? (6)  

7.i) Construct B Tree of order m=5 for the following keys 

1,12,8,2,25,5,14,28,17,7,52,16,48,68,3,26,29,53,55,45 (8) ii)Delete the keys 8 and 

55.State the rules for deletion. (5)  

8.i)Discuss how to insert an element in a AVL tree and explain with algorithm. (7) 

ii) Explain how deletion can take place in AVL trees with suitable algorithm. (6)  

9.i)What are AVL trees? Describe the different rotations defined for AVL tree. (7) 

ii) Insert the following elements step by step in sequence into an empty AVL tree 

44,30,76,16,39,37,56,78,34,24,28 (6)  

 10. Analyze the operations of B-tree using 2-3 tree with example. (13) BTL 4 Analyzing 

11. Discuss about B+ tree in brief with suitable example. (13) BTL 2 Understanding 

12. Explain the construction of expression tree with example. Give the applications of trees. (13)  

13.Illustrate the construction of binomial heaps and its operations with a suitable example. (13)  

14. i)Illustrate how the delete operation is performed on binary heap?(7) ii)Write suitable 

operations for percolate up and percolate down operations in a binary heap. (6)  
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18 
UNIT IV  

NON LINEAR DATA STRUCTURES - GRAPHS 

 

PART - A 

1.Define Graph? 

A graph G consist of a nonempty set V which is a set of nodes of the graph, a set E which is 

the 

set of edges of the graph, and a mapping from the set for edge E to a set of pairs of elements 

of 

V. It can also be represented as G=(V, E). 

2. Define adjacent nodes? 

Any two nodes which are connected by an edge in a graph are called adjacent nodes. For 

example, if and edge xÎE is associated with a pair of nodes (u,v) where u, v Î V, then we say 

that the edge x connects the nodes u and v. 

3. What is a directed graph? 

A graph in which every edge is directed is called a directed graph. 

4. What is a undirected graph? 

A graph in which every edge is undirected is called a directed graph. 

5. What is a loop? 

An edge of a graph which connects to itself is called a loop or sling. 

6.What is a simple graph? 

A simple graph is a graph, which has not more than one edge between a pair of nodes than 

such 

a graph is called a simple graph. 

7. What is a weighted graph? 

A graph in which weights are assigned to every edge is called a weighted graph. 

8. Define out degree of a graph? 
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19 
In a directed graph, for any node v, the number of edges which have v as their initial node is 

called the out degree of the node v. 

9. Define indegree of a graph? 

In a directed graph, for any node v, the number of edges which have v as their terminal node 

is 

called the indegree of the node v. 

10. Define path in a graph? 

The path in a graph is the route taken to reach terminal node from a starting node. 

11.What is a simple path? 

A path in a diagram in which the edges are distinct is called a simple path. It is also called as 

edge simple. 

12. What is a cycle or a circuit? 

A path which originates and ends in the same node is called a cycle or circuit. 

13. What is an acyclic graph? 

A simple diagram which does not have any cycles is called an acyclic graph. 

14. What is meant by strongly connected in a graph? 

An undirected graph is connected, if there is a path from every vertex to every other vertex. A 

directed graph with this property is called strongly connected. 

15. When is a graph said to be weakly connected? 

When a directed graph is not strongly connected but the underlying graph is connected, then 

the 

graph is said to be weakly connected. 

16. Name the different ways of representing a graph? 

a. Adjacency matrix 

b. Adjacency list 

17. What is an undirected acyclic graph? 
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20 
When every edge in an acyclic graph is undirected, it is called an undirected acyclic graph. It 

is 

also called as undirected forest. 

18. What are the two traversal strategies used in traversing a graph? 

a. Breadth first search 

b. Depth first search 

19. What is a minimum spanning tree? 

A minimum spanning tree of an undirected graph G is a tree formed from graph edges that 

connects all the vertices of G at the lowest total cost. 

20.What is a forest ? 

A forest may be defined as an acyclic graph in which every node has one or no predecessors. 

A tree may be defined as a forest in which only a single node called root has no predecessors. 

21. Differentiate BFS and DFS. 

 

 

No. DFS BFS 

1. Backtracking is possible from a 

dead end 

Backtracking is not possible 

2. Vertices from which exploration is 

incomplete are processed in a 

The vertices to be explored are 

organized as a 

3. Search is done in one particular 

direction 

The vertices in the same level are 

maintained 

 

22. Define biconnectivity. 

A connected graph G is said to be biconnected, if it remains connected after  

removal of any one vertex and the edges that are incident upon that vertex. A connected 

graph is biconnected, if it has no articulation points. 

 

23. What do you mean by articulation point? 

If a graph is not biconnected, the vertices whose removal would 

disconnect the graph are known as articulation points. 

 

24. What do you mean by shortest path? 
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A path having minimum weight between two vertices is known as 

shortest path, in which weight is always a positive number. 

 

25. Define Activity node graph. 

Activity node graphs represent a set of activities and scheduling constraints. Each 

node represents an activity (task), and an edge represents the next activity. 

 

26. Define adjacency list. 

Adjacency list is an array indexed by vertex number containing linked lists. Each node Vi the 

i
th

 array entry contains a list with information on all edges of G that leave Vi. It is used to 

 

represent the graph related problems. 

 

PART - B 

1.Explain Shortest path algorithm with example? 

_ Shortest path algorithm 

_ Example 

2.Explain Depth first and breadth first traversal? 

_ Depth first traversal 

_ Effieciency of Depth first traversal 

_ Breadth first traversal 

3.Explain spanning and minimum spanning tree? 

_ Spanning tree 

_ Minimum spanning tree 

4.Explain Kruskal’s and Round robin algorithm? 

_ Kruskal’s algorithm 

_ Round robin algorithm 

5.Explain C Representation of graph? 

_ Adjacency matrix 
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_ Adjacency list 

Consider the graph given below. Create the adjacency matrix of it 

 

 

 

6. i) Consider the given directed acyclic graph D. Sort the nodes D by applying 

topological sort on ‘D’. (7) 

 
 

ii.Consider the graph given below and show its adjacency list in the memory.(6) 

7.Examine topological sorting of a graph G with suitable example.(13) 

8. Explian about i)Biconnectivity ii) cut vertex iii) Euler circuit 

9.Find the number of different topological orderings possible for the given 

graph- 

  

10. Develop an algorithm to compute the shortest path using Dijkstra’s algorithm. 

Validate the algorithm with suitable example. (13) 

  

UNIT-V  
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23 
SEARCHING, SORTING AND HASHING TECHNIQUES 

PART – A 

1. Define sorting 

Sorting arranges the numerical and alphabetical data present in a list in a 

specific order or sequence. There are a number of sorting techniques available. 

The algorithms can be chosen based on the following factors 

– Size of the data structure 

– Algorithm efficiency 

– Programmer’s knowledge of the technique. 

 

 

2. Mention the types of sorting 

 Internal sorting 

 External sorting 

 

 

3. What do you mean by internal and external sorting? 

An internal sort is any data sorting process that takes place entirely within the 

main memory of a computer. This is possible whenever the data to be sorted is 

small enough to all be held in the main memory. 

External sorting is a term for a class of sorting algorithms that can handle 

massive amounts of data. External sorting is required when the data being 

sorted do not fit into the main memory of a computing device (usually RAM) 

and instead they must reside in the slower external memory (usually a hard 

drive) 

 

4. Define bubble sort 

Bubble sort is a simple sorting algorithm that works by repeatedly stepping 

through the list to be sorted, comparing each pair of adjacent items and 

swapping them if they are in the wrong order. The pass through the list is 

repeated until no swaps are needed, which indicates that the list is sorted. 

The algorithm gets its name from the way smaller elements "bubble" to the 

top of the list. 
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5. How the insertion sort is done with the array? 

It sorts a list of elements by inserting each successive element in the previously 

sorted sublist. 

Consider an array to be sorted A[1],A[2],….A[n] 

a. Pass 1 : A[2] is compared with A[1] and placed them in sorted order. 

b. Pass 2 : A[3] is compared with both A[1] and A[2] and 

inserted at an appropriate place. This makes A[1], A[2],A[3] 

as a sorted sub array. 

c. Pass n-1 : A[n] is compared with each element in the 

sub array A[1],A[2],……A[n-1] and inserted at an 

appropriate position. 

 

6. What are the steps for selection sort? 

 The algorithm divides the input list into two parts: the sublist of 

items already sorted, which is built up from left to right at the front 

(left) of the list, and the sublist of items remaining to be sorted that 

occupy the rest of the list. 

 Initially, the sorted sublist is empty and the unsorted sublist is the 

entire input list. 

 The algorithm proceeds by finding the smallest (or largest, depending 

on sorting order) element in the unsorted sublist, exchanging it with 

the leftmost unsorted element (putting it in sorted order), and moving 

the sublist boundaries one element to the right. 

 

7. What is meant by shell sort? 

Shell sort, also known as Shell sort or Shell's method, is an in-place 

comparison sort. It can either be seen as a generalization of sorting by 

exchange (bubble sort) or sorting by insertion (insertion sort).
[1]

 The method 

starts by sorting elements far apart from each other and progressively reducing 

the gap between them. Starting with far apart elements can move some out-of-

place elements into position faster than a simple nearest neighbor exchange. 
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Donald Shell published the first version of this sort in 1959. The running time 

of Shell sort is heavily dependent on the gap sequence it uses 

8. What are the steps in quick sort? 

The steps are: 

a. Pick an element, called a pivot, from the list. 

b. Reorder the list so that all elements with values less than the pivot come 

before the pivot, while all elements with values greater than the pivot 

come after it (equal values can go either way). After this partitioning, 

the pivot is in its final position. This is called the partition operation. 

c. Recursively apply the above steps to the sub-list of elements with 

smaller values and separately to the sub-list of elements with 

greater values. 

 

9. Define radix sort 

Radix Sort is a clever and intuitive little sorting algorithm. Radix sort is a 

non- comparative integer sorting algorithm that sorts data with integer keys 

by grouping keys by the individual digits which share the same significant 

position and value. Radix Sort puts the elements in order by comparing the 

digits of the numbers. 

 

10. What are the advantages of insertion sort 

Advantages 

a. Simplest sorting technique and easy to implement 

b. It performs well in the case of smaller lists. 

c. It leverages the presence of any existing sort pattern in the list 

 

 

Disadvantages 

 Efficiency of O(n ) is not well suited for large sized lists 

 It requires large number of elements to be shifted 

11. Define searching 

Searching refers to determining whether an element is present in a given list 
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of elements or not. If the element is present, the search is considered as 

successful, otherwise it is considered as an unsuccessful search. The choice 

of a searching technique is based on the following factors 

a. Order of elements in the list i.e., random or sorted 

b. Size of the list 

12. Mention the types of searching 

The types are 

 Linear search 

 Binary search 

 

 

13. What is meant by linear search? 

Linear search or sequential search is a method for finding a particular 

value in a list that consists of checking every one of its elements, one at a 

time and in sequence, until the desired one is found. 

 

14. What is binary search? 

For binary search, the array should be arranged in ascending or descending order. 

In each step, the algorithm compares the search key value with the middle 

element of the array. If the key match, then a matching element has been 

found and its index, or position, is returned. 

Otherwise, if the search key is less than the middle element, then the algorithm 

repeats its action on the sub-array to the left of the middle element or, if the 

search key is greater, on the sub-array to the right. 

 

15. Define hashing function 

A hashing function is a key-to-transformation, which acts upon a given 

key to compute the relative position of the key in an array. 

A simple hash function 

HASH(KEY_Value)= (KEY_Value)mod(Table-size) 

 

 

16. What is open addressing? 
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Open addressing is also called closed hashing, which is an alternative to 

resolve the collisions with linked lists. In this hashing system, if a collision 

occurs, alternative cells are tired until an empty cell is found. 

There are three strategies in open addressing: 

 Linear probing 

 Quadratic probing 

 Double hashing 

 

 

17. What are the collision resolution methods? 

The following are the collision resolution methods 

 Separate chaining 

 Open addressing 

 Multiple hashing 

 

 

18. Define separate chaining 

It is an open hashing technique. A pointer field is added to each record location, 

when an overflow occurs, this pointer is set to point to overflow blocks making 

a linked list. 

In this method, the table can never overflow, since the linked lists are only extended 

upon the arrival of new keys 

 

19. . Define Hashing. 

Hashing is the transformation of string of characters into a usually shorter fixed length 

value or key that represents the original string. Hashing is used to index and retrieve items 

in a database because it is faster to find the item using the short hashed key than to find it 

using the original value. 

 

20. What do you mean by hash table? 

The hash table data structure is merely an array of some fixed size, containing the 

keys. A key is a string with an associated value. Each key is mapped into some number in 

the range 0 to tablesize-1 and placed in the appropriate cell. 
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21. . What do you mean by hash function? 

A hash function is a key to address transformation which acts upon a given key to 

compute the relative position of the key in an array. The choice of hash function should be 

simple and it must distribute the data evenly. A simple hash function is hash_key=key 

mod tablesize. 

22. . Write the importance of hashing. 

• Maps key with the corresponding value using hash function. 

• Hash tables support the efficient addition of new entries and the time spent on 

searching for the required data is independent of the number of items stored. 

 

23. . What do you mean by collision in hashing? 

When an element is inserted, it hashes to the same value as an 

already inserted element, and then it produces collision. 

 

 

 

24. What are the collision resolution methods? 

• Separate chaining or External hashing 

• Open addressing or Closed hashing 

 

 

25. . What do you mean by separate chaining? 

Separate chaining is a collision resolution technique to keep the list of all elements 

that hash to the same value. This is called separate chaining because each hash table 

element is a separate chain (linked list). Each linked list contains all the elements whose 

keys hash to the same index. 

 

26. . Write the advantage of separate chaining. 

• More number of elements can be inserted as it uses linked lists. 

 

 

27. . Write the disadvantages of separate chaining. 

• The elements are evenly distributed. Some elements may 

have more elements and some may not have anything. 

• It  requires  pointers.  This  leads  to  slow  the  algorithm  down  a  bit   because  
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of   the time required to allocate new cells, and  also  essentially  requires  the  

implementation of a second data structure. 

 

28. . What do you mean by open addressing? 

Open addressing is a collision resolving strategy in which, if collision occurs 

alternative cells are tried until an empty cell is found. The cells h0(x), h1(x), h2(x),…. are 

tried in succession, where hi(x)=(Hash(x)+F(i))mod Tablesize with F(0)=0. The function 

F is the collision resolution strategy. 

 

29. What are the types of collision resolution strategies in open addressing? 

• Linear probing 

• Quadratic probing 

• Double hashing 

 

 

30. What do you mean by Probing? 

Probing is the process of getting next available hash table array cell. 

 

 

31. . What do you mean by linear probing? 

Linear probing is an open addressing collision resolution strategy in which F is a linear 

function of i, F(i)=i. This amounts to trying sequentially in search of an empty cell. If the 

table is big enough, a free cell can always be found, but the time to do so can get quite 

large. 

 

32. What do you mean by primary clustering? 

In linear probing collision resolution strategy, even if the table is 

relatively empty, blocks of occupied cells start forming. This effect is 

known as primary clustering means that any key hashes into the cluster 

will require several attempts to resolve the collision and then it will add to 

the cluster. 

 

 

 

33. What do you mean by quadratic probing? 

Quadratic probing is an open addressing collision resolution strategy in which F(i)=i2. 
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There is no guarantee of finding an empty cell once the table gets half full if the table size 

is not prime. This is because at most half of the table can be used as alternative locations 

to resolve collisions. 

 

34. What do you mean by secondary clustering? 

Although quadratic probing eliminates primary clustering, elements that hash to the same 

position will probe the same alternative cells. This is known as secondary clustering 

35. What do you mean by double hashing? 

Double hashing is an open addressing collision resolution strategy in which 

F(i)=i.hash2(X). This formula says that we apply a second hash function to X and probe at 

a distance hash2(X), 2hash2(X),….,and so on. A function such as hash2(X)=R-(XmodR), 

with R a prime smaller than 

 

36. What do you mean by rehashing? 

If the table gets too full, the running time for the operations will start taking too long 

and inserts might fail for open addressing with quadratic resolution. A solution to this is 

to build another table that is about twice as big with the associated new hash function and 

scan down the entire original hash table, computing the new hash value for each element 

and inserting it in the new table. This entire operation is called rehashing. 

 

37. What is the need for extendible hashing? 

If either open addressing hashing or separate chaining hashing is used, the major 

problem is that collisions could cause several blocks to be examined during a Find, even 

for a well- distributed hash table. Extendible hashing allows a find to be performed in two 

disk accesses. Insertions also require few disk accesses. 

 

38. List the limitations of linear probing. 

• Time taken for finding the next available cell is large. 

• In linear probing, we come across a problem known as clustering. 

 

 

39. Mention one advantage and disadvantage of using quadratic 

probing. Advantage: The problem of primary clustering is 

eliminated. 

Disadvantage: There is no guarantee of finding an unoccupied cell once 
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the table is nearly half full. 

 

PART – B 

1. Describe about selection sort with suitable example. (13) 

2. Examine the algorithm for Insertion sort and sort the following array:  77, 33, 44, 11, 
88, 22,  66, 55 (13) 

3. List the different types of hashing techniques? Explain them in detail with an 

example. (13) 

4. Show the result of inserting the keys 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 15, 6, 4 into an initially 
empty extendible hashing data structure with M = 3. 

5. (13) 

6. Write a C program to search a number with the given set  of numbers using binary 
search. (13) 

7. Interpret an algorithm to sort a set of ‘N’ numbers using bubble sort and demonstrate 

the sorting steps for the following set of numbers: 88,11,22,44,66,99,32,67,54,10.

 (13) 

8. Discuss the various open addressing techniques in hashing with an example. (13) 

9. Sort the given integers and Show the intermediate results using 

shellsort:35,12,14,9,15,45,32,95,40,5. (7) 

10. Write an algorithm to sort an integer array using shell sort. (6) 

11. Illustrate with example the open addressing and chaining methods of techniques 

collision resolution techniques in hashing. (13) 

12. Compare working of binary search and linear search technique with example. (13) 

13. Analyze extendible hashing in brief. (13) 

14. Explain in detail about separate chaining. (13) 

15. Formulate the rehashing technique with suitable example. (13) 

16. Prepare an algorithm to sort the elements using radix sort with example. (13) 
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